
ACADEMIC LIBRARIES — Far Eastern Fed. Univ., Vladivostok, total articles downloaded 154920 • PFUR, Moscow, 141688 • St. Petersburg State University 124955 • Lomonosov Moscow State University 92641 • Pacific National University, Khabarovsk 89806 • Tomsk State University 88335 • Polesy State University, Pinsk 85829 • Buryat State University, Ulan-Ude 76324 • Siberian Federal University, Krasnoyarsk 87509 • Northern (Arctic) Federal University, Arkhangelsk 68981 • Eurasian National University, Astana 68291 • Surik State University 45646 • The Ural Federal University (UrFU), Yekaterinburg 43474 • Zaporizhzhya National University 71042 • Donetsk National University 106721 • Kuban State University 13468 • Russian State Library 111689 • Siberian State Scientific Library 111276.

EU 22 833 • 116 379 • UK 14 572 • 93 943 • Iran 15 729 • 76 712

The libraries that are in close cooperation with polpred.com include information about us on their sites. 750 libraries have already sent us wide range of external IP-addresses.

Top of readers' demand from 1.8.2009 till 24.6.2013: number of documents in archive; number of reviews and downloads; geography and category of libraries with authorization.

The repositories of mass media media review. Access to libraries in Russia and abroad


Academic Libraries — Far Eastern Fed. Univ., Vladivostok, total articles downloaded 154920 • PFUR, Moscow, 141688 • St. Petersburg State University 124955 • Lomonosov Moscow State University 92641 • Pacific National University, Khabarovsk 89806 • Tomsk State University 88335 • Polesy State University, Pinsk 85829 • Buryat State University, Ulan-Ude 76324 • Siberian Federal University, Krasnoyarsk 87509 • Northern (Arctic) Federal University, Arkhangelsk 68981 • Eurasian National University, Astana 68291 • Surik State University 45646 • The Ural Federal University (UrFU), Yekaterinburg 43474 • Zaporizhzhya National University 71042 • Donetsk National University 106721 • Kuban State University 13468 • Russian State Library 111689 • Siberian State Scientific Library 111276.

EU 22 833 • 116 379 • UK 14 572 • 93 943 • Iran 15 729 • 76 712

The libraries that are in close cooperation with polpred.com include information about us on their sites. 750 libraries have already sent us wide range of external IP-addresses.

Articles taken 8 689 658.

They do business with us: Russia — Libraries 2041 • documents downloaded 6 425 572, including Central Federal District 250 / 2 016 532 • Siberian Federal District 127 / 1 390 791 • Privolzhsky Federal District 147 / 858 126 • Northwest Federal District 111 / 808 747 • Ural Federal District 72 / 508 663 • Far Eastern Federal District 43 / 443 502 • Southern Federal District 58 / 284 395 • North-Caucasian Federal District 34 / 265 435 • Crimea 150 / 897 732 • Belarus 46 / 418 480 • Kazakhstan 72 / 428 690 • Uzbekistan 17 / 111 149 • Kirghizia 12 / 52 987 • Estonia 8 / 44 417 • Azerbaijan 20 / 19 412 • Lithuania 10 / 15 514 • Moldova 10 / 13 956 • Latvia 7 / 13 620 • Armenia 9 / 8252 • Georgia 8 / 4957 • Tajikistan 3 / 4062 • Western countries 72 / 28 187, including UK 5 / 6888 • Germany 3 / 6863 • Poland 3 / 2952 • USA 11 / 1277 • Czech Republic 2 / 801 • Romania 1 / 786 • Poland 4 / 738 • Finland 4 / 694. These are traditional universities — 185 / documents downloaded 2 302 401 • regional universities — 114 420 • St. Petersburg State Technical University 2 / 055 192 • agricultural 102 / 690 767 • medical 66 / 113 849 • educational 148 / 793 871 • public libraries 304 / 1 580 898.

Color indication is for libraries in Ukraine, Belarus, Kazakhstan and the other states.

Top of readers' demand from 1.8.2009 till 24.6.2013: number of documents in archive; number of reviews and downloads; geography and category of libraries with authorization.

Subscription prices for libraries

Full access subscription for 12 months to all sections of polpred.com: for 1 to 9 PCs — 480 000 rubles; up to 25 PCs — 720 000 rubles; up to 50 PCs — 1 080 000 rubles; up to 100 PCs — 2 million rubles; up to 250 PCs — 3 million rubles; up to 500 PCs — 4.5 million rubles; up to 1000 PCs — 6 million rubles; up to 2000 PCs — 12 million rubles. Discounts are also provided for libraries of educational institutions, also be made as a charitable contribution to the Public Organization of Veterans of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the RF. It is also possible to subscribe to CDs with information on a branch and a country; CD with archived pdf-file including a year access to the same section on polpred.com costs 36 000 rubles.

On behalf of LLC «POLPRED Spravochniki», Joint green catalogue «Press of Russia» publishes 26 indexes on countries and branches in print and internet-services as well as entitles to consult with the head office. Such subscription denotes increased number of sources aid for those who does not broad-band Internet access.

ECONOMIC • MGIMO University, Moscow, total articles downloaded 250395 • St. Petersburg State University of Economics and Finance 167000 • Plekhanov University of Economics, Moscow 159769 • State University of Management, Moscow 103112 • KIMEP University, Almaty 79785 • University of Economics, Moscow, total articles downloaded 69831 • Russian State Pedagogical Academy, Novosibirsk 63251 • St. Petersburg University of Management and Economics 59977 • Kazakh University of Economics, Almaty 53261 • Ural State University of Economics, Yekaterinburg 53520 • University of Technology and Economics, St. Petersburg 47386 • Westminster University, Tashkent 37108 • Presidential Library, Minsk 36851 • Moscow State University of Law 32755 • Russian Law Academy, Moscow 31965 • Euroacademy, Tallinn 29383 • Korolev Institute of Management, Moscow region 28621 • National University of Trade and Economics, Kyiv 27731 • Odesa National Economic University 25384 • Siberian University of Consumer Cooperation, Novosibirsk 25445 • Vladivostok State University of Economics and Service 24393 • University of World Economics, Tashkent 23681 • Ural State University of Railway Transport, Yekaterinburg 23267 • Cooperation University of Russia, Moscow region 21774 • Ufa State Academy of Economics and Service 20036 • Military Academy, Minsk 19234 • Ural State Law Academy, Yekaterinburg 15471 • State University of Trade and Economics, Moscow 14581 • Rostov-on-Don affiliation of Customs Academy of Russia 12684 • Institute of Management Business and Law, Rostov-on-Don 12277 • Belarus State Economic University, Minsk 12124 • Baikal State University of Economics, Irkutsk 12115 • Omsk Institute of Economics 11914 • Academy of Public Administration, Minsk 11761 • Kyiv National Economic University 11635 • Academy of Public Administration RANEPA, Moscow 11288 • Siberian Banking Institute, Novosibirsk 11178 • Moscow State University of Management 10088 • Samara State University of Economics 10044 • Rostov-on-Don 12277 • Belarus State Economic University, Minsk 12124 • Baikal State University of Economics, Irkutsk 12115 • Omsk Institute of Economics 11914 • Academy of Public Administration, Minsk 11761 • Kyiv National Economic University 11635 • Academy of Public Administration RANEPA, Moscow 11288 • Siberian Banking Institute, Novosibirsk 11178 • Moscow State University of Management 10088 • Samara State University of Economics 10044 • Povolzhskiy Academy of Public Administration, Saratov 9718 • St. Petersburg University of Trade and Economics 9252 • Turiba University, Riga 5722 • Kharkiv National University of Economics 5654 • Southern State University of Economics, Shakhty 8554 • Nazarbayev University, Astana 8454 • State University of MOF, Moscow 8385 • Volgograd Institute of Cooperation 8244 • Mykolas Romeris University, Vilnius 7872 • St. Petersburg University of Economics and Service 7847 • Omsk Institute of Law 7668

AGRICULTURAL • Bashkir State Agrarian University, Ufa, total articles downloaded 52623 • Perm State Agricultural Academy 25535 • Saratov State Agrarian University 22448 • Ryzan State Agricultural Academy 20596 • Orenburg State Agrarian University 19832 • Kabardinobalkaria State Agricultural Academy, Nalchik 17499 • St. Petersburg State Agrarian University 17019 • Chuvash State Agricultural Academy, Cheboksary 14024 • Bryansk State Agricultural Academy 12343 • Voronezh State Agrarian University 11073 • Russian State Hydrometeorological University, St. Petersburg 9339 • Irkutsk State Agricultural Academy 8959 • West Kazakhstan Agrarian-Technical University, Ural 7974 • Krasnoyarsk State Agrarian University 8521 • Orel State Agricultural University 8326 • Volgod State Agricultural Academy, 7421 • Belarus Agricultural University, Minsk 7107 • Dubna University for Nature, Society and Man 6881 • Agrarian University, Moscow 6460 • Penza State Agricultural University 6354 • Syktvykar Forest Institute 6237 • Omsk State Agricultural University 6048 • National University of Food Technologies, Kyiv 5974 • Krasnoyarsk State Agricultural Academy 5694 • St. Peters State Agricultural University of Veterinary Medicine 5419 • Far East State Agrarian University, Blagoveschensk 5117 • Belarus State Agricultural Academy, Gorky 5185

MEDICAL • Kursk State Medical University, total articles downloaded 13607 • Siberian State Medical University, Tomsk 9295 • Ivanovo State Medical Academy 8210 • Irkutsk State Medical University 6435 • The Imperial College of Science and Medicine, London 6408 • Ryazan State Medical University 5136 • Orenburg State Medical Academy 4886 • Astrakhan State Medical Academy 4807 • Volgod State Medical Academy 4550 • Kazakh National Medical University, Almaty 4516 • Vladivostok Medical University 3412 • Donetsk National Medical University 3226 • North State Medical University, Arkhangelsk 3154 • Pavlov State Medical University, St. Petersburg 2928 • National University of Pharmacy, Kharkov 3036

EDUCATIONAL • Kabardinobalkaria State University, Nalchik, total articles downloaded 117743 • Krasnoyarsk State Pedagogical University 84044 • Moscow State Linguistic University 82271 • Vyatka State Humanitarian University, Kirov 39990 • Kyrgyzstan-Turkey Manas University, Bishkek 85605 • Mordovia State Pedagogical Institute, Saranck 35283 • Russian State Humanitarian University, Moscow 31567 • Pyatigorsk State Linguistic University 29824 • Surgut State Linguistic University 29352 • Russian State Social University, Moscow 27297 • Belarus State University of Culture, Minsk 20732 • Pskov State Pedagogical University 17650 • Tomsk State Pedagogical University 16493 • Novosibirsk State Pedagogical University 11975 • Ural State Pedagogical University, Yekaterinburg 11167 • Far East State Humanitarian Univ., Khabarovsky 9631 • Zabaikalskiy State Pedagogical Univ., Chita 8204 • Moscow City Pedagogical University 7967 • Bashkir State Pedagogical University, Ufa 7708 • Omsk State Pedagogical University 7254 • Dagestan State Pedagogical University, Makhachkala 6788 • Ukrainian Engineering Pedagogical Academy, Kharkov 6960 • Altai State Pedagogical Academy, Barnaul 6542 • Khakassian State University, Abakan 5778 • Kuzbass State Pedagogical Academy, Novokuznetsk 5626

PUBLIC • National Library, Kyiv, total articles downloaded 363908 • Ikrutsk Regional Library 151532 • National Library, Kazan 80284 • National Library, Minsk 76783 • Don State Public Library, Rostov-on-Don 62983 • Centralized Library System, Megin 58944 • Central City Teenage Library, Moscow 48995 • Tomsk Regional Library 39497 • Russian State Library, Moscow 31684 • National Academic Library, Astana 31500 • Ryazan Regional Library 28267 • Centralized Library System, Rubtsovsk 26554 • Tyumen Regional Library 26240 • Novosibirsk Regional Library 24107 • National Library, St. Petersburg 22901 • Mogilev Regional Library 22380 • Perm Regional Library 19862 • National Library, Almaty 18762 • City Library System, Tver 17634 • Library of History of Russian Philosophy, Moscow 14579 • National Library, Izhevsk 14550 • Altai Regional Library, Barnaul 12635 • Krasnoyarsk Regional Library 12508 • Ulyanovsk Regional Library 12406 • Gomel Regional Library 11831 • Samara Regional Library 11919 • National Library, Petrozavodsk 11647 • Centralized Library System, Surgut 11375

Database; as for the subscription to most of our 235 country-oriented sites (and site-based yearbooks), it is available only via our head office. A subscriber receives a CD with archived pdf-information for the period of 15 years and online access to a daily renewed section of database. The volume of 2012 yearbooks «Agroindustry in RF and abroad» or «Business China» with full-text mass media stories is 4000 pages each, the fine print. It is much easier to operate online database with editorial classification and search settings; bulk pdf-file is just an aid for those who does not broad-band Internet access.

Full paid subscription to database of polpred.com is available only in head office. Such subscription denotes increased number of sources and internet-services as well as entities to consult with the head office and login from any PC. The first annual contract after the test period costs 480 000 rubles and guarantees access for all IP-addresses of your company including access via login/password from PCs for readers: the latter logon to polpred.com from library PC, register and obtain personal login/password via e-mail. Paid subscribers are able to sort reports and make bookmarks (personal list of selected articles — may logon from any media dive). As for public libraries, paid subscription means availability of connection for subdivoted municipal libraries and schools together.
The best articles from business papers and news agencies

Database access
2. Branch of industry from rubricator.
3. Language — Russian or English.
4. News Counter. Online database over 15 years. Most of documents are available in full without authorization, but some settings are hidden.
6. «Editor’s choice», «Persons»: important news; interviews; in alphabetical order, by the number of articles, by branches and countries.
7. Full-text search.
8. Alphabetical list of news agencies, newspapers and journals.
9. Date of publication in mass media with period choice.
10. Range of internal news numbering.

Options for a library reader with full access to Polpred.com Mass Media Review

Priorities. Full text archive of the best reports of business media. News helps find job and a place for living, study and recreate. News persons report about main financial flows, rate countries, professions, persons and events.

Branches. 25 in a rubricator, in addition to that there are 290 sub-branches; the key words of the archive are on the main page. The subject of insurance is covered in such sections as «Finances», «Medicine» and «Transport» etc.

Countries. 235 countries and territories in the rubricator. Hong Kong and China have two sites in our database, their news and Internet-services can be viewed together or separately, it is also possible add Taiwan and DPRK. Our sites on countries are the most informative in the RuNet.

Sources. Total 600, main — 130. We take 5-7 feature stories from MK, a couple from aze.az. Blockbusters: free public transport in Tallinn, MK, a couple from aze.az.

Newsfeed settings in the section «Personal news collections». Selection from any number of countries, branches, federal districts and sources. Frequently used bookmarks are saved, for example «Agroindustry in Central Asia», «Countries I have been to» etc.

Search engine. One or two words/names to start searching through the texts, headlines and labels, infographics excluded.

Authorization. On top left of the screen is indication of name, reader’s IP-address. Beside there is a button «statistics» — who / when / how many / articles / from what PC was downloaded or viewed among the readers of the library.

External IP-address. Login/access authorization is not convenient for readers, but it is easy to all with static IP-address. System administrator can provide direct access from all IP-addresses of the educational institution including dynamic IP-addresses.

Readers. Test access «All Inclusive» for a year or more for higher educational institution with affiliates or a public library which forms permanent users.

Subscription. Paid access. Benefit for Ministry of Education. Direct subscription or via Ural-Press, enables a library to save on non-science periodicals.

Subscriber. Works from home, with personal settings, consults with our head office. Test access provides fewer sources. Strangers have limited access to classification.

Statistics. General and by the category of libraries in the countries and districts of RF. Geography and topics in readers’ demand. The number of articles in archive, classification by branches and countries, years and days.

Non-fiction. 6000 new scientific books in English in full, legal download. In the same menu — «Books free of charge», two hundred e-yearbooks on countries and branches based on database of Polpred.com Mass Media Review; pdf and paper versions are only by order.

World sites. English and Russian. Global internet services. By countries: mass media, power, higher educational institutions and large companies. Although the database does not correlate with the news rubricator but it copies the latter with its list of branches and keywords.

English. Mass media stories about innovations. Catalogue «World sites»: internet services of ministries and leading companies of all countries. The Lecture by the professor of the best US educational institution gets millions of responses from the whole world.